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1.

Executive Summary

This document forms Deliverable D7.1 “DSS algorithms and data integration Specification report”
of Shift2Rail (S2R) Innovation programme 4 (IP4) project ExtenSive. It is designed to present the
activities performed within ExtenSive WP7 “IP4-IP2 Collaboration Specification” related to Task
7.1 “Supporting operators in the definition and management of multimodal alternative paths”.
The deliverable is based on the definition of the main requirements for the design of a Decision
Support System (DSS) to help multimodal Travel Service Providers (TSPs) in the management of
unplanned disruptions and events. The document contains a description of the selected Use Case
and a high level specification of the future solution that will be implemented in WP8. The in-lab
demonstrator that is going to be implemented in Task 8.1 is on a TRL4 level.
Operational aspects, system analysis and logical architecture are presented and modelled through
the Capella tool, which has been adopted in Shift2Rail IP4 projects as a solution for model-based
systems engineering.
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2.

Reference Document

Reference Number
1
2
3

Title
ExtenSive Grant Agreement – N° 101015462
ExtenSive Consortium Agreement
ExtenSive D11.1 Use Case Update
Table 1: Referenced documents
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3.

Introduction

The present document constitutes the Deliverable D7.1 “DSS algorithms and data integration
Specification report” within the WP7 of ExtenSive project.
ExtenSive WP7 is related to the IP4 TD4.6 Business Analytics (BA), which aims at providing a
common business intelligence foundation to monitor, analyse and generate data from the IP4
ecosystem: novel ‘big data’ technologies may improve the capabilities to analyse distributed and
heterogeneous linked data and to generate new intelligence for the benefit of operators and
travellers. The data analysis and Business Analytics algorithms can contribute to the realization of
an even more optimised traffic management and control system (IP2), by reducing operational
costs and increasing railway attractiveness.
WP7 “IP4-IP2 Collaboration Specification” is focused on feasibility studies and specifications and
represents the inputs of WP8 “IP4-IP2 Collaboration Implementation”, which will enrich the
specifications and implement the described work.
WP7 Task 7.1 aims at developing a DSS to support multimodal TSPs managing unplanned
disruptions and reacting to unexpected events by finding multimodal alternative paths. The
implementation of recovery strategies, by differently exploiting the existing transport services
and/or providing additional ad-hoc services, will lead to future developments, such as
improvements on multimodal journey planning and information to users, which are not in scope
in the system developed.
The present deliverable is divided in different sections:
• “Operational aspects” chapter provides an overview of the document, in terms of scope,
reference WP and Use Case.
• “System analysis” chapter identifies the problems and performs a first high-level
decomposition of the system considering its involved actors, capabilities and missions. The
analysis specifies what the system should do and which the objectives are.
• “Logical architecture” section provides the structural design which describes the
organization of the subsystems, their functions and the data workflow.
• “Capabilities” section shows the logical exchange sequences between the identified subcomponents, highlighting their functions.
• “External exchanges” section explains the relations and interactions of the described work
with other projects and IPs.
• “Conclusions” chapter restates the problem and summarizes the work done for the
deliverable.
• Appendix presents the lists of system requirements, grouped by typology, necessary to
track project progresses, demonstrate results and achieved goals.
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4.

Operational Aspects

The present chapter introduces the overall framework in which the document is inserted. A
general overview is provided through the description of the ExtenSive corresponding WP, the
purpose of the document, the background and future developments and the Use Case
presentation.

4.1. Principles
ExtenSive WP7 “IP4-IP2 Collaboration Specification” aims at enhancing the travellers’ and
operators’ services through the integration with IP2 Traffic Management System, using data
structures following the Conceptual Data Model (CDM) for an automated Integration Layer. This
would allow for new Business Analytics development to better manage traffic and stations.
WP7 is characterized by the following specific objectives:
• Define decision support algorithms specifications to support operators with disruption
management through multimodal alternative paths;
• Define the functional architecture for data interaction with the TMS, necessary for the
CDM data model extension;
• Define enhanced Business Analytics specifications for both passengers and operators;
• Improve cooperation between operators through multimodal service management and
performance evaluation;
• Foster data integration definition and interoperability towards the overall railway system
architecture.

4.2. Scope/ Purpose
The Deliverable D7.1 “DSS algorithms and data integration Specification report” represents the
outcomes of WP7 Task 7.1, “Supporting operators in the definition and management of
multimodal alternative paths” and aims at providing a complete description of the overall DSS
framework, in terms of Use Case definition, system and architectural analysis and high level
requirements.
More in detail, Task 7.1 is divided in two complementary subtasks:
• “7.1.1 – Decision Support System algorithms”, which is focused on the design of a DSS
framework, based on Business Analytics algorithms, to react when an unexpected
disruption occurs, exploiting the integration with other existing services and transport
modes through timetable adjustments. The DSS is aimed at enhancing operators’
performance in the decisional process, guaranteeing multimodal alternative services to
mitigate the disruption.
• “7.1.2 – Input data analysis and integration interface with IP2/TMS”, which aims at
providing support to prepare update and accurate information based on identified
ExtenSive – GA 101015462
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disruptions. This subtask is based on information workflow among different system
interfaces and data needs to feed DSS algorithms.
The activities performed in Task 7.1 take into account the following Key Performance Indicators
(KPI), defined in ExtenSive Grant Agreement and based on a quantitative and qualitative approach:
• Increase of multimodal usage;
• Quality of the services offered by stakeholders;
• Improved perception of service attractiveness;
• Decrease of travel delays / dwell time.

4.3. Design Drivers
STS experience and knowhow acquired within CONNECTIVE project in the implementation of a
DSS in case of maintenance activities will be exploited by ExtenSive project by considering different
scenarios, input data and algorithms. Results from CONNECTIVE Business Analytics activities will
be taken into account with the aim of dealing with other types of events (short-term/unplanned
disruptions such as failures, accidents, demonstrations, etc.) towards the common direction of an
optimised multimodal disruption management system.
The development of a CDM and its application within the IP4 ecosystem will be fostered through
the synergy with LinX4Rail2 project by considering ExtenSive Use Case data requirements: the
overall objective is the integration among different systems such as Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
and Traffic Management System (TMS), by adding a CDM extension branch defining the interface
IP4-IP2 data model. Collaboration with IP2 will be finalized also through the synergy with X2Rail-4
project, which aims at developing railway signalling, automation and supervision towards a
flexible, real-time, intelligent traffic control management and Decision Support System. Extensive
WP7-8 will be linked to X2Rail-4 WP8, 9, 10, related to Traffic Management Evolution, for the
definition and design of an automated Integration Layer between IP4 data and TMS, using
standardized data structures and processes to manage the data exchange between different
transport services (e.g. bus, metro).
The described synergies represent the main design drivers to improve and enrich the Extensive
DSS solution, fostering its capability to manage multimodal scenarios, through an improved
decision-making system able to react to disruptions in an effective and efficient way.

4.4. Use Cases
Use Case ID
Use Case Name
UC_TD4.6_01 Decision Support System for multimodal disruption
management

Partner
STS

Table 2: List of Use Cases
A single Use Case has been considered within Task 7.1: the “Decision Support System for
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multimodal disruption management” Use Case is focused on the development of a DSS for TSPs
able to react to unexpected events by differently exploiting the existing multimodal services
and/or providing ad-hoc transport solutions.
In order to achieve a reliable door to door mobility service, a high level of cooperation and
integration between transport modes should be pursued. Currently each transportation mode is
used to think and take decision looking only at its own services and on the basis of the information
collected inside of its border. The rail system represents the backbone of the multimodal transit
network, due to its rapid service, high frequency or regular schedule and adequate capacity,
providing inherent convenience to various types of trips. To cope with the mitigation of unplanned
service interruptions it is possible to differently exploit the existing services, such as increasing bus
frequencies, and/or provide additional ad-hoc services. Therefore, the disruption recovery
problem is aimed at identifying the best strategy considering a short time horizon. An integrated
recovery strategy is easily adopted in those cases in which the same operator manages both urban
rail/metro lines and bus services. In this context, this Use Case is aimed at developing a recovery
strategy for urban rail/metro service providers that allows to deal with unexpected events,
exploiting existing bus services.
A detailed explanation of the Use Case can be found in ExtenSive D11.1 “Use Case Update”.

5.

System Analysis

In the System Analysis stage, the system requirements are formalized through the identification
of the boundaries, the definition of the actors involved in the processes and their interactions. The
final goal is not to indicate how the system will perform its tasks, but to identify which tasks the
system must perform. The System Analysis has been finalized and reported through some
diagrams defined using Capella Tool.

5.1. System, Actors and Functions
Actors
The primary identified actor within the Use Case is a TSP who manages and provides train service
along with other transport services (e.g. bus, metro, etc.). The multimodal TSP is responsible for
the management of distinct subsystems (e.g. railway TMS) related to the different transport
services he is in charge of. When a disruption occurs, TSP decisions affect travellers’ journey
experience and may limit their inconveniences during service interruption. Although travellers are
not directly involved in the following process, since an improved journey planning in not in scope,
their needs, in terms of total travel time and waiting time, are taken into account in the design of
the proposed DSS solution. As a consequence, benefits to passengers are indirect.
Actor
Travel
Service
Provider
(TSP)

Description from Glossary
An organization providing access to travel-related services (e.g.
planning, booking and ticketing, trip tracking) to the public, without
necessarily being the actual provider of the physical transport
services themselves. This could include also travel experiences at
stations and vehicles and much more.
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Table 3: Involved actors and description based on the glossary

Functions
The System Architecture Blank (SAB) diagram defines the high-level architecture representing
system functions: the Capella diagram related to the “Decision Support System for multimodal
disruption management” Use Case is shown below.

Figure 1: [SAB][EXS] TD4.6_Manage_Disruptions
The actor involved in the process is the TSP, who needs to be supported every time an unplanned
disruption occurs. Unplanned events generally lead to a first chaotic phase in which a TSP has to
take recovery decisions in a very short time with limited information. In this context, a DSS based
on prescriptive algorithms, can help the TSP in the decisional process. Data produced by TSP
subsystems is ingested by the Shift2Rail solution and processed to feed DSS algorithms.
More in detail, the TSP actor is the entity responsible of the following functions:
• Providing static data (public transportation schedules and associated geographic
information) to set up the initial scenario and feed the DSS algorithms;
• Providing real-time data (e.g. information on events and disruptions) to trigger the DSS;
• Receiving service updates once the DSS has ended the optimisation phase.
Shift2Rail functions are described below:
• Data ingestion, storing & processing to import the required information from external
systems in different formats (e.g. GTFS, CDM), store and refine it on the basis of the input
data needed by the DSS;
• Proposing service updates based on the optimisation algorithm results.
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Missions
The Mission-Capability-Blank (MCB) diagram defines system missions, capabilities (components of
the identified missions) and actors involved in the processes: the Capella diagram related to the
“Decision Support System for multimodal disruption management” Use Case is shown below.

Figure 2: [MCB][EXS] TD4.6_Mission_Manage_Disruptions
The primary mission is to “Manage Disruptions”: the possibility of offering a reliable service is one
of the most important targets for TSPs. In this context, unexpected disruptions differ from planned
ones: a first chaotic phase is immediately observed after the occurred event due to the lack of
information (cause, effect, duration, etc.). Unexpected events may be caused by different factors
and a short-term/real-time re-planning is necessary to reduce the impact on public transport
attractiveness. The disruption may affect different components of a transport system, from stops
and stations to service lines, to single vehicles. For this reason, the rail system, characterized by
limited path alternatives, needs to take into account the integration of its services with the other
transport modes. A synchro-modal transportation, defined as the capability of guaranteeing a
flexible switching between different transportation modes, is the concept to be pursued. The
principal actor interacting with the Capability “DSS for multimodal service update” is a TSP, who
manages both urban rail/metro lines and bus services.
The DSS that will be implemented in the Use Case will take into account the management of
different events and disruption scenarios:
• Global peak demand
Managing demand variations is challenging; generally, passengers’ journeys are
concentrated in peaks period (morning and late afternoon) and may vary according to the
characteristics of the territory and people customs. The high concentration of transport
demand during peak hours may generate congestion and overload transportation systems
and infrastructure. In addition, even if a large portion of passengers travels in a short time
period, public transport systems must operate all day long, providing travel opportunities
for everyone. The main causes of peak demand are related to bad weather conditions,
school and working hours or other external events such as concerts, demonstrations,
sporting or cultural events.
• Punctual peak demand
Increased demand at certain stops/stations (not on the entire transport network). This
scenario may occur at stops or stations close to city attractions (e.g. stadiums, theatres) in
case of urban events or shows.
• Disruption of a line section
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•

This scenario is focused on a disruption event which causes the temporary closure of a
section of a line of any mode of transport considered. The causes of disruptions are
multiple (infrastructure failures, strikes, environmental events like fire and landslide, etc.)
and may affect a portion or the whole line, causing the suspension of the service.
Disruption of a stop/station
Sometimes an unplanned disruption may only concern the closure of a single stop/station
and thus the service cancellation between neighbouring stops/stations. This may happen,
for example, in the case of adverse events at individual stops or stations.

In an urban context, a single transport service provider often manages different transport modes.
When this happens, it is easier to implement multimodal recovery strategies in case of unplanned
disruptions. Each of the above scenarios will be evaluated by considering the differences between
the case in which no cooperation framework is adopted (consequently, no mitigation strategy is
implemented) and the case of cooperation between the different considered transport modes
(thus possibility of changes in transport services is allowed).

5.2. System Exchange Scenarios
A single Exchange Scenario has been considered, which is related to the “DSS for multimodal
service updates” capability.

DSS for multimodal service updates
The Exchange Sequence (ES) diagram defines the exchange scenario which represents the
interactions between system and actors: the Capella diagram related to the “DSS for multimodal
service updates” capability is shown below.
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Figure 3: [ES][EXS] TD4.6_DSS for multimodal service updates
In general, missions are finalized through the realization of different capabilities: in this case, the
mission to “Manage Disruptions” is achieved through the capability “DSS for multimodal service
updates”. This capability allows to provide recovery strategies for the occurred disruption, by
updating existing services’ schedules or planning ad hoc services.
More in detail, the TSP provides both static data (public transportation schedules and associated
geographic information) and real-time data (unplanned events and disruptions). The information
sources are heterogeneous, with different structures and formats, therefore the received data is
ingested, stored and processed to feed the DSS algorithms. The data is then used to calculate
recovery strategies to propose service updates and suggestions to the TSP.
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6.

Logical Architecture

In the Logical Architecture stage the focus is on the system, its components and functions. The
definition of components, collections of elements that have identifiable functions, and their
interfaces helps in splitting the tasks into subtasks that may be assigned to different development
teams. The Logical Architecture has been performed through the design of Capella diagrams.

6.1. Components and their Functions
The Logical Component Breakdown (LBCD) diagram defines the system components and subcomponents. The components already existing in the TD4.6 Business Analytics are shown in the
following figure: the components enclosed in red rectangles are those selected in the Use Case
and used to describe the DSS framework.

Figure 4: [LCBD] TD4.6_BA

Data Generator
Data Generator
This component includes all the functions responsible for the creation of new dataset, from
simulators or data generation algorithms. The present component is used if some required
input data is not available from the TSP.
Input
Output
•
Function Description

ExtenSive – GA 101015462
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•

•

Data simulation

Simulation of required data in case the
multimodal TSP is not able to provide it
or in case of unavailability (e.g. APC
data); the simulated information must
have the same structures and ranges of
values as real measurements. The
simulated data is provided to DSS to be
ingested, stored and processed.

Table 4: Data Generator component

Data Transformer (ETL)
Data Transformer (ETL)
This component is responsible for all functions related to dataset manipulation (extracting,
transforming, loading, fusion, storing, etc.). The component must acquire and manage data
from distinct sources (e.g. TMS data, TSP data center, open data), characterized by different
formats and structures.
Input
Output
•

•

•

Static data (transport network, transit
schedules, vehicles registry, TSP
operational constraints, passenger flow)
Real-time data (events and disruption
information, Automatic Passenger
Counting data)
Function Description

•

Data ingestion, storing & processing

•

Merged & processed data

Function Description
Merge and preparation of required input
data to be sent to DSS algorithms:
acquisition from external systems,
processing and storage for future use.

Table 5: Data Transformer (ETL) component

Prescriptive Engine
Prescriptive Engine
This component includes all the functions related to decision support, such as optimisation
ExtenSive – GA 101015462
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algorithms. The proposed DSS is based on cooperative algorithms, aimed at finding the best
compromise between different targets and KPIs related to operator and passengers.
Input
Output
•

•

Merged & processed data (static and
real-time data prepared to feed DSS
algorithms, historical data)
Function Description

•

Optimisation

•

Service updates (ad-hoc services,
frequency changes of existing services)
Function Description
Optimisation algorithms including
constraints and an objective function
which considers both travellers’ and
operator’s needs. Service updates are
performed and dispatched to the TSP.

Table 6: Prescriptive Engine component

Visualization Engine
Visualization Engine
This component includes all the functions needed to displaying the results of the analysis. It is
addressed to transport operator to support him in the decision-making processes, by showing
an optimised recovery solution.
Input
Output
•

•

•

Service updates (ad-hoc services,
frequency changes of existing services)
Function Description
Display service updates suggestion

Visualization of service updates
Function Description

•

Visualization functionality which allows
to display the results and output of the
optimisation process.

Table 7: Visualization Engine component

6.2. Functional Architecture
The Logical Architecture Blank (LAB) diagram defines the system logical architecture, representing
all the components, sub-components and respective functions: the Capella diagram is shown
below.
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Figure 5: [LAB][EXS] TD4.6_Manage_Disruptions
BA contains different components and, as described in the previous sub-chapters, four BA
components are used to define the system, each one characterized by a specific function:
• Data Transformer (ETL), which is responsible for data ingestion, storing and processing;
• Data Generator, which performs data simulation in case of unavailability of required input
data;
• Prescriptive Engine, which is responsible for algorithms optimisation;
• Visualization Engine, which displays the service updates suggestion resulting from DSS
algorithms.
More in detail, the optimisation algorithms of Prescriptive Engine will include an objective function
characterized by two main costs to be minimized:
• Operator’s cost, which takes into account the cost of changing services and frequencies
and managing available resources to recover the disruption. To minimize this cost, it is
necessary to use a smaller number of means of transport, however, at the expense of
user’s satisfaction.
• Users’ cost, which takes into account the total travel and waiting time of passengers. Users’
satisfaction grows as the total travel cost decreases, as the remaining available capacity
increases, which reduces waiting times and consequently increases line frequency.
The optimization problem can be formalized as follows:
min 𝑘𝑜 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝑘𝑢 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟
where:
•
•
•
•

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is a function of the frequency of the lines
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 includes travel times, boarding and alighting times, dwelling times and waiting
times, which together form the total travel cost
𝑘𝑜 is the coefficient that weights the importance of the 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑘𝑢 is the coefficient that weights the importance of the 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟
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The problem is subjected to such constraints:
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 = ∑ 𝛼 𝑗 𝛾 𝑗
𝑗

where:
•
•

𝛼 𝑗 is the cost for each mean of transport used
𝛾 𝑗 represents the frequency of the line j
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 𝑇𝑇 + 𝑊𝑇

where:
•
•

𝑇𝑇 is the total travel times
𝑊𝑇 is total waiting times

In the end, the cost of the user and the cost of the operator are linked together, as a high frequency
value is required to satisfy the user, while a low frequency value is required to satisfy the operator.
The objective function is therefore the sum of these components, balancing the cost of the users
and the cost of the operator.
Different additional constraints will be set in order to take into account:
• Topological and geographical characteristics of multimodal network;
• Public transport routes, schedules and timetables (e.g. lines’ frequencies);
• Available buses at depot to implement frequency changes of existing lines;
• Shortest path for each origin destination pair in a matrix OD;
• Residual capacity of each line.
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7.

Capabilities: Functional Scenarios

This section shows and describes the defined capabilities through the logical Exchange Sequence
diagrams. A single capability, “DSS for multimodal service updates”, has been identified.

7.1. DSS for multimodal service updates
“DSS for multimodal service updates” is the only capability that was identified and described in
Capella, within the Mission Capability diagram. The exchange sequence between system
components within this capability is described in the following subchapter.

Exchange Scenario
The logical Exchange Sequence (ES) diagram defines the exchange scenario which represents the
interactions between the system components: the Capella diagram is shown below.

Figure 6: [ES][EXS] TD4.6_DSS for multimodal service updates
As described in the Exchange Sequence diagram of system analysis, the TSP has to provide
ExtenSive – GA 101015462
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different typologies of static data:
• Transport network data is necessary to set the whole multimodal scenario and build the
multimodal graph;
• Transit schedules are used to define the planned timetables of existing services;
• Vehicles registry is ingested to have an overview of the all TSP fleet in terms of vehicles and
capacities;
• TSP operational constraints (e.g. number of available vehicles at depot) are the parameters
that the TSP is forced to observe when a change in the service is needed;
• Passenger flow information (e.g. OD matrix) is necessary in order to plan services based on
passengers’ needs.
Transport network data and transit schedules are usually available in the common GTFS static
format, characterized by feeds published by public transit agencies (https://gtfs.org/). A GTFS feed
is composed of a series of text files collected in a ZIP file: the ones required for the DSS
implementation are shown in the following table.
Filename
stops.txt
routes.txt
trips.txt

stop_times.txt

calendar.txt

calendar_dates.txt

shapes.txt

Description
Stops where vehicles pick up or drop off riders.
Also defines stations and station entrances.
Transit routes. A route is a group of trips that
are displayed to riders as a single service.
Trips for each route. A trip is a sequence of two
or more stops that occur during a specific time
period.

DSS need
Construction
of
the
multimodal graph.
Construction
of
the
multimodal graph.
Identification of each
single trip (link between
active services and travel
times).
Times that a vehicle arrives at and departs from Construction of travel
stops for each trip.
time matrix between
stops/stations.
Service dates specified using a weekly schedule Active services by day.
with start and end dates. This file is required
unless all dates of service are defined
in calendar_dates.txt.
Exceptions for the services defined in the Active services and
calendar.txt. If calendar.txt is omitted, then exceptions by day.
calendar_dates.txt is required and must contain
all dates of service.
Rules for mapping vehicle travel paths, Construction
of
the
sometimes referred to as route alignments.
multimodal graph.
Table 8: GTFS Static dataset files required for DSS

Information regarding vehicles registry and fleet, operational constraints and passenger flow are
data that shall be provided by the TSP, or simulated in case on unavailability.
The data described above is ingested, then stored and processed through the Data Transformer
component, responsible for refining it to ensure compatibility with the exact input data required
by the DSS.
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Subsequently, when a disruption occurs, the following real-time data is acquired:
• Events and disruption information in terms of cause-effect, duration and involved network
components is fundamental to assess the need of DSS activation;
• Automatic Passenger Counting (APC) is the real-time passengers counting data on-board
vehicles which, if available, can be used to define travellers affected by the potential
disruption and the residual capacity in the multimodal transport network.
Railway disruption information is acquired by the TMS via the Integration Layer in the CDM format.
The required information for the DSS implementation consists of:
• The duration of the disruption (start time and estimated end time);
• The description of the disruption;
• The asset (line section/stop/station/trip) involved.
The following picture displays the CDM Issue class dedicated to emergency management.

Figure 7: CDM class Issue diagram

Events and disruption information may also be communicated through the GTFS-RT real-time
format (https://gtfs.org/realtime/), which is a feed specification that allows to provide real-time
updates about trips, vehicles and alerts. Service Alerts message allow to provide updates
whenever there is disruption or incident in the public transport network. GTFS-realtime data is
encoded and decoded using Protocol Buffers, a compact binary representation designed for fast
and efficient processing. The following table displays Service Alert message and its attributes.
MessageName
Service Alert

Attribute name
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Description
An alert, indicating some sort of incident in the public
transit network.
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active_period

informed_entity
cause
effect
url
header_text
description_text

Time when the alert should be shown to the user. If
missing, the alert will be shown as long as it appears in
the feed. (Optional)
Entities whose users we should notify of this alert. At
least one informed_entity must be provided.
Cause of the alert. (Optional)
Effect of the alert. (Optional)
The URL which provides additional information about
the alert. (Optional)
Header for the alert. This plain-text string will be
highlighted, for example in boldface. (Required)
Description for the alert. (Required)

Table 9: GTFS-RT Service Alert required for DSS

The Data Generator module is responsible for data simulation in case of unavailability of some of
the above described information.
The acquired data is then used as input to feed the Prescriptive Engine component: through the
optimisation algorithms, service updates are performed and suggested to the TSP, in terms of adhoc services or frequency changes of existing services.
Lastly, the Visualization Engine is in charge of displaying the proposed solutions and recovery
strategies to the TSP, who can decide whether to implement it or not.
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8.

External Exchanges

One of the objectives of ExtenSive project is to improve the current functionalities of IP4 and
create synergies with other S2R IPs in order to enhance services for users and operators and
facilitate information flow among IP4 services and other railway systems.
In this context, ExtenSive WP7 aims at exploiting synergies between IP4 and IP2, paving the way
for new analytics developments to better manage traffic and stations.
A key challenge for S2R IP2 is to enhance the advanced traffic management and control systems:
in fact, current systems do not sufficiently take advantage of new technologies and practices,
including innovative real-time data collection and processing. Information related to different
transport systems has the potential to improve traffic management in an integrated context,
placing rail transport within a broader multimodal mobility chain. Interconnection and
complementarity with other transport modes will allow railway sector to become the backbone of
sustainable mobility and to deliver tailored, on demand, integrated end-to-end mobility solutions.
With external exchanges, data that enters the IP4 ecosystem through the Integration Layer is in
scope. The Integration Layer is the means that will be used to acquire data related to railway
events from the TMS in CDM format. Extensive WP7-8 “Decision Support System for multimodal
disruption management” Use Case will exploit the interaction of both IP4 data (provided by the
actor TSP) and IP2 data (TMS information on railway issues), using standardized data structures
and processes to manage the data exchange between different transport services (e.g. train,
metro, bus). In particular, the DSS will exploit the interface with IP2 to consume data from TMS
related to railway disruptions as the trigger for the optimization process. To this scope, a one-way
interface with TMS and IL will be performed.
Once the DSS has ended the optimisation phase, service updates are suggested to the TSP.
The described high level flow is depicted in Figure 8.

Figure 8: High level flow of the External Exchanges
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9.

Conclusions

The overall objective of ExtenSive WP7 is to enhance travellers and operators’ services through
the integration with IP2 TMS.
In line with the above objectives, the Deliverable D7.1 describes the specifications of ExtenSive
WP7 task 7.1 “Supporting operators in the definition and management of multimodal alternative
paths”. The operational aspects have been presented through the introduction of the context in
which ExtenSive project and WP7 are inserted and the Use Case definition. The identification of
the boundaries, the involved actors and their interactions have been realized via three system
analysis diagrams realized using Capella Tool; subsequently, the system components, functions
and workflows have been represented through other three Capella logical architecture diagrams.
The presented deliverable is a preparatory document for the implementation of the DSS algorithm
for multimodal disruption management, which will reach a TRL4 level (technology validated in lab).
Future developments and results will be described in deliverable D8.1 “DSS algorithms and data
integration Implementation report”, due at month 28. The goodness of DSS framework and results
will be verified by evaluating the fulfilment of defined KPIs.
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10. Appendices
This section presents the list of acronyms used in the document and the system requirements for
the DSS implementation.

10.1. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronym
APC
BA
CCA
CDM
DSS
ES
ETL
GTFS
IL
IP
KPI
LAB
LCBD
MaaS
MCB
SAB
S2R
TD
TMS
TRL
TSP
WP

Description
Automatic Passenger Counting
Business Analytics
Cross Cutting Activities
Conceptual Data Model
Decision Support System
Exchange Sequence
Extraction, Transformation and Load
General Transit Feed Specification
Integration Layer
Innovation Programme
Key Performance Indicator
Logical Architecture Blank
Logical Component Breakdown
Mobility as a Service
Mission-Capability-Blank
System Architecture Blank
Shift2Rail
Technological Demonstrator
Traffic Management System
Technology Readiness Level
Travel Service Provider
Work Package

Table 10: Abbreviations and acronyms table

10.2. Appendix A – System requirements
Appendix A presents the lists of high level system requirements for the DSS implementation: the
document will support the development of the work, by providing simple and clear functionalities.
The requirements presented below are grouped into five categories:
• The general requirements define the high level features of the in lab demonstrator.
• The DSS requirements describe the core feature of the in lab demonstrator.
• The data collection requirements represent the properties of required information
acquisition.
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•
•

The visualization requirements define the displaying specifications of the DSS results.
The architectural requirements describe the main features of the architecture modules.

The requirements specification will be used as a reference for the entire project life in order to
demonstrate results and goals achievements.

General requirements
This section reports the general requirements of the system: the main high level features are listed
in the following table.
Id
Req-01

Req-02
Req-03
Req-04

Req-05
Req-06

Requirement
The system shall provide a mobility solution to manage
more efficiently integrated transport, linking railways
with different transportation modes.
The system shall be able to evaluate mitigation strategies
to recover from service disruptions.
Events and disruption shall be divided in different
categories to facilitate recovery strategy decision.
Different mitigation strategies shall be considered
depending on the category of the occurred event or
disruption.
The system shall be addressed to a TSP who manages
different multimodal services.
No personal information shall be used.

Mandatory/Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Table 11: System general requirements

DSS requirements
This section shows the functional requirements related to the Decision Support System.
Id
Req-07

Req-08
Req-09

Req-10
Req-11

Requirement
DSS shall compute an objective function to select the best
recovery strategies based on target objectives and
weights.
Both operator and travellers’ needs shall be considered in
the objective function.
DSS shall provide the possibility to assign different
weights and compare solutions by setting more relevance
to operator needs or travellers expectations.
DSS shall include predefined constraints (e.g. operational
and capacity constraints) in the decision-making process.
DSS shall define alternative multimodal paths for the
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Mandatory/Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Optional
Optional
Mandatory
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Req-12

Req-13
Req-14

events and disruption management.
DSS shall be able to suggest different solutions, such as
ad-hoc services or service frequency changes, depending
on the considered event or disruption.
DSS shall present the suggested solution, leaving the final
choice of implementing it to the TSP.
DSS shall consider disruptions with long recovery times
since the time should be sufficient to choose and adopt
the recovery strategy.

Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory

Table 12: DSS functional requirements

Architectural requirements
This section shows the table of architectural requirements.
Id
Req-15
Req-16
Req-17
Req-18
Req-19
Req-20
Req-21

Requirement
The system shall include a Data Transformer component,
responsible for data ingestion, storing and processing.
The system shall include a Data Generator component,
able to simulate data in case of unavailability.
The solution must integrate with an Integration Layer.
The solution must use the Integration Layer to consume
data from a TMS system.
The solution must simulate the output data of a TMS
system.
The system shall include a Prescriptive Engine
component, responsible for algorithms optimisation.
The system shall include a Visualization Engine
component, able to display service updates suggestion
resulting from DSS algorithms.

Mandatory/Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Table 13: Architectural requirements

Data collection requirements
This section reports the functional requirements related to the data collection.
Id
Req-22
Req-23
Req-24

Requirement
The system shall acquire data regarding different
transport modes and data sources.
The solution shall rely on simulated data.
The system shall perform data ingestion, storing and
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Req-25
Req-26
Req-27
Req-28
Req-29
Req-30
Req-31
Req-32

Req-33

Req-34
Req-35

processing functionalities.
The system shall be able to simulate data not provided by
the TSP but required to feed the algorithms.
The system shall acquire static data to consider the whole
multimodal framework and to feed the DSS algorithm.
The system shall acquire transport network data (GTFS).
The system shall acquire transit schedules data (GTFS).
The system shall acquire vehicles registry information.
The system shall acquire TSP operational constraints.
The system shall acquire passengers’ flows information.
The system shall acquire real-time data to have dynamic
information of events and disruptions affecting the
network and to feed DSS algorithm.
The system shall acquire events and disruption
information (e.g. GTFS RT data, TMS data according to
CDM format).
The system shall acquire APC data.
Static and real-time data will be used as inputs to feed
DSS algorithm.

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Mandatory
Optional
Mandatory

Table 14: Data collection requirements

Visualization requirements
This section shows the functional requirements related to the visualization engine.
Id
Req-36
Req-37
Req-38

Req-39
Req-40
Req-41
Req-42
Req-43

Requirement
The system shall provide a simple visualization module.
The visualization module shall allow to select the
preferable language (e.g. English, Italian)
The visualization module shall display the proposed
solution of service updates produced as outputs by the
DSS algorithm.
The visualization module shall display the multimodal
network in a map.
The visualization module shall display alerts in the map in
correspondence of the disrupted location.
The visualization module shall display details about the
occurred event or disruption.
The visualization module shall display in the map the
alternative transport services identified by the DSS.
The visualization module shall display the timetables
adjustments identified by the DSS.

Mandatory/Optional
Mandatory
Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Table 15: Visualization requirements
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